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ABSTRACT

. Such issues as dialog structure, dialog act analysis, turn
segmentation (that is, segment a turn into several sentences or
utterance units) have not yet been successfully resolved,
especially in spoken Chinese dialog. Our corpus consists of
94(more than 3,000 turns) telephone-recorded Chinese human-
human dialogues in the domain of room reservation.In this paper,
we give some results of analysis of the corpus. We concentrate
on four important phenomena in spoken Chinese:  sentences
hyperbaton, sentence fragment, speech repair, cue phrase. These
four phenomena, we think,are essential for turn segmentation as
well as other problems

1. INTRODUCTION

Such issues as dialog structure, dialog act analysis, turn
segmentation (that is, segment a turn into several sentences2 or
utterance units) have not yet been successfully resolved,
especially in spoken Chinese dialog. We believe that the analysis
of corpus, which is a empirical method used widely in nature
language understanding, is fundamental to solve those problems
mentioned above. By analyzing specific spoken phenomena in
the corpus, we show some unique features of spoken Chinese
that need special methods to deal with.

Our corpus consists of 94(more than 3,000 turns) telephone-
recorded Chinese human-human dialogues in the domain of room
reservation. In the rest of the paper, we concentrate on four
important spoken phenomena that are essential for turn
segmentation as well as other problems.

   We first discuss sentence hyperbaton,which is unique in
Chinese.We then show that sentence fragment exists widely in
the corpus and give its patterns.Speech repair is another
phenomenon we fully discuss and patterns of some kind of
speech repair are also shown.These three phenomena can cause
much trouble to turn segmentation.We also discuss another
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phenomenon that may help to indicate sentence boundary:cue
phrases.

2. SENTENCE  HYPERBATON

As we all know, the order of most Chinese written sentences is
Subject+Predicate (+Objective)[1].But sometimes the order of
sentences in spoken Chinese may be Predicate
(+Objective)+Subjective or other types.This phenomenon,which
is called sentence hyperbaton, can bring much trouble to turn
segmentation and sentence parsing. For example,considering the
following  turns:“有单间吗您这能打八折吗”Two cases
segmenting the turn exist:1“有单间吗您这/能打八折吗”.2
“有单间吗/您这能打八折吗”In the first case the subject of
the first sentence is placed in the end of the sentence ,which is a
kind of sentence hyperbaton.Due to sentence hyperbaton,
sentence boundary is ambiguous in this example

Different from most western language, sentence hyperbaton is
acceptable in Chinese, especially in spoken Chinese.Here we list
three most occuring types of sentence hyperbaton in the corpus.
See table 1 for more details.

1  Predicate(+Objective)+Subjective
Example:知道吗您

2  Objective+Subjective+predicate
Example:两个单间我要

3  Sentence+modifier component
Example One:有双人间吗好一些的

Example Two:我想订个房两张床位

Type 1 2 3

frequency 26 17 15

Table 1 Occurrence of types of sentence hyperbaton

In type 3,modifier component(that is, “好一些的”in example
one and”两张床位”in example two)and the main sentence are
connected not by syntax but by semantics.Sometimes it is easy to
recognize modifier component even when it is placed in the end
of sentence but in other cases it is not so easy. For example,
considering example two of type 3. Since the modifier
component is not in its original place, this sentence may be



considered by some readers two sentences instead of one. They
divide the sentence into two : “我想订个房/两张床位”.In fact, in
this case it is really difficult to tell whether “两张床位” is the
modifier component of preceding sentence or not

3 SENTENCE FRAGMENT

Those sentence, which have no predicate1 and are composed
of one or more non-verb phrases that are fragment of a complete
sentence, are called sentence fragment. Even though they are
incomplete sentences, they can be understood well by context.
Sentence fragment is a special kind of sentence which is unique
in spoken language.Two types of sentence fragment exit: one is
the sentence composed of only one non-verb phrase, such as “明
天上午 “; the other is the sentence composed of two or more
non-verb phrases. For instance,”一百三一天 “is composed of
one number phrase“一百三” and one noun phrase“一天”.
The latter brings much more difficulty in parsing a sentence and
turn segmentation, so we give some most occuring sentence
patterns of them.

Below LP denotes number phrase, TP denotes time phrase, QL
denotes number-quantifier phrase, DP denotes adverb phrase, NP
denotes noun phrase and AUX denote auxiliary verb.See table 2
for more details.

1 LP+TP or TP+LP
    Example 一百三一天
2 QL+LP or LP+QL
    Example 两百两间
3 DP+TP or DP+LP
    Example 大概明天上午
4 NP+QL
    Example 明天的票三张
5 AUX+QL or AUX+TP

Example 可能后天

Type 1 2 3 4 5

frequency 21 12 65 8 27

Table 2 Occurrence of some types of sentence fragment

Those patterns of sentence fragment mentioned above may be
regarded as illegal in standard written Chinese.For example,
considering type 3 and type 5, DP can not be followed by QL or
LP and AUX can not be followed by QL or LP according to
written Chinese grammar rules. This situation reveals the
difference between spoken and written Chinese.So from the
examples we list above, sentence rules derived from written
Chinese may not be applied to spoken Chinese directly. Finding
combination of phrases which can form a sentence in spoken
Chinese can be useful in spoken sentence parsing and turn
segmentation

                       4 SPEECH REPAIR
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Speech repair, which is a kind of dysfluency, occurs frequently
in interactive dialog. Much work has been done in speech
repair[2][3][4], especially in western language. Here we group
speech repair in spoken Chinese into three types: repetition,
modification, false start. Below we show occuring frequency of
each.

         Type Frequency Percentage
Repetition 80 62.0%
Modification 37 28.7%
Fresh start 12 9.3%

Table 3 Occurrence of types of speech repair

4.1 repetition

  As can be seen, repetition is the most common speech repairs.
Different from other western languages, Chinese consists of a
string of characters, each of them may be a single word or
morpheme which is a part of a word. So not only a word but also
morpheme can be repeated in spoken Chinese. See Table 4 for
more details.

Type Example Frequency Percentage
Morpheme 没没有 2 2.5%
Word 明天明天 68 85%
Phrase 订两间订

两间

7 8.8%

Other types 我是我是 3 3.7%

Table 4  Occurrence of types of repetition

4.2  modification
Modification occurs when some words are replaced by the

speaker in order to express what he really intend to say. The
structure of modification is composed of three part[2]:
reparandum, editing term, alteration. The end of reparandum is
called interruption point. Regardless of editing term2, we list
modification patterns which occur at least 2 times in the corpus.
Here let W denotes word, P denotes a phrase and “-“denotes
interruption point

Pattern Example Frequency
W1W2-W1W3 回成都-回重庆 5
P1 P2-P3 P2 一月七号-二月

七号

2

W1-W2W1 晚上-大概晚上 6
W1W2-W3W2 一个-两个 2
W1P1-W1P2 订两个-订三个 5
W1-W2 明天-后天 2
W1W2-W1P1 住到-住三天 2

Table 5  Patterns of modification

Due to many duplicate or parallel structures, in which some
words are also repeated, it is difficult to judge whether
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modification occurs or not.For example,considering this turn:
“双人间两百两百四” .Some readers may think that
modification occurs and the speaker use“两百四”to replace
the preceding word“两百”.In fact the speaker does not make
modification in this case because“两百两百四”is a acceptable
parallel structure in spoken Chinese

4.3 fresh start
  According to [3],a fresh start is where the speaker abandon
what he was saying and starts a new sentence again.For
example,considering this turn:“我看那种小单间您什么时候来
啊”.The speaker abandon“我看那种小单间”and restart a

new sentence“您什么时候来啊”

  Detecting fresh start is much more difficult than detecting
repetition or modification because there is no fixed patterns in
fresh start. Usually speakers only pause between abandoned text
and the new sentence.Fresh start may greatly damage both
syntactic and semantic well-formedness of the sentence and make
turn segmentation more confused

5 CUE PHRASES

Some researchers call those words cue phrase (or discourse
marker) that function as distinct indicators of the structure of a
discourse. In this paper we use the term “cue phrases” to name
those words that indicate the structure of a turn in a dialog. Cue
phrases are not components of a sentence and are important in
that they signal the boundary of a sentence. Here we list three
kinds of cue phrase.
! a short phrase that functions as cue phrase whenever

it occurs。One easily recognized and common cue phrase
is“是这样”,which always start a new sentence.For
example, “是这样我有一个朋友三月底想要来北
京”.Another cue phrase of the same kind is“那这样”.

! a short phrase that sometimes functions as cue
phrase, in other cases it may occur inside a sentence. For
example,“就是说”

! some words not only serve as cue phrase but also
have sentential senses[5].“这样”belongs to this kind of
cue phrase.Considering the following two sentences:1这样
您订两百的那种吧 2 这样行. In sentence one“这样”
serves as cue phrase and introduce a new sentence while in
sentence two“这样”has sentential use.

6 Formalized Expression of Spoken Chinese
  Considering all the phenomena we mentioned above and other
spoken phenomena we do not discuss here(for example,pause in
the dialog),we give a simple formalized expression of most
spoken Chinese sentences.
  Below SC denotes a sentence in spoken Chinese, Ill-form
denotes speech repair structure including the phenomenon of
pause,WG denotes various phrase structures or words,Phrase-
type is the name of various types of phrases we define.

  SC::= {WGR}1

SC::=interjection| cue phrase+SC

  WGR::=Ill-form+WGR|WGR+Ill-form|WG

  Ill-form::=Ill-Struct+Ill-Type

  Ill-Struct::=Reparandum+Ip+Alteration

  Reparandum::=Single-word|phrase|morpheme

  Ip::= editing term|Null

  Alteration::= WG|Null

  Ill-Type::=Repetition|Pause|FreshStart|Modification

  WG::=Phrase|Single-word

  Phrase::=Phrase-type+wordstring

  Single-word::=Chinese-word

  Wordsring::={Single-word}

7 Future Work

   Our future work involves improving formalized expression of
spoken sentence we mentioned above and find proper algorithm
for turn segmentation
.
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